
December 12, 2019

TO: CLUUC Board
FROM: Maryann Dillon and Mary Means

Co-Chairs, Renovation Task Force
RE: NEXT STEPS: AM KOLEL AS POTENTIAL TENANT

The Renovation Task Force has broken up its work to be managed by five subcommittees:

1. Capital Campaign
2. Finance
3. Design/Construction
4. Communications
5. Future Uses

The Future Uses subcommittee has been reviewing CLUUC’s space needs, interviewing stakeholders, 
conferring with staff, and researching opportunities to lease our space for revenue-generating activities, 
such as weddings, conference meetings, special receptions, and anchor tenants.  We believe it is 
practical and feasible to lease approximately 1,000 square feet of space on the lower level of the 
building to Am Kolel if we can strike a mutually beneficial rental agreement.  

The subcommittee has conferred with RE staff and determined that CLUUC could lease this space, plus 
retain a nursery school space, yet keep enough remaining space to support current RE activities as well 
as some expansion of activities if needed.  Renovation plans would include the creation of a new lower 
level lounge by increasing the size of the current kitchenette, rather than the earlier plan of converting 
Rooms 3-4 into a lounge, so that we can keep these rooms as classrooms.  Plans also would include 
cosmetic improvements to Rooms 12-16 to introduce light, more attractive furnishings and finishes so 
they are more appropriate as classrooms.

At the December 17 Board meeting, we would like to share with you the latest conceptual floor plan to 
accommodate Am Kolel and a nursery school space while protecting our long-term RE needs.  We have 
held off discussing any concepts with Am Kolel until we discuss this with the Board.  We also would like 
to review with you what we believe the business terms of a lease with Am Kolel might look like.  And we 
would like your concurrence to reach out to Am Kolel to continue negotiations for both a capital 
campaign contribution and rent terms for a ten-year lease.


